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Garuda Cave dive Dive site Map Worlds smallest
submarine Garuda Cave is the only site in the
world where pilots a sub-sonic aircraft can dive
with the free-diving skill for extended durations. In
a dive from the surface to the bottom of the cave,
the aircraft must glide with a non-zero angle of
attack. The last plane to fly a non-zero glideslope
under the 100 metre free-diving depth limit is said
to be "The Eagle" flown by Ken Wimer in August
2011. Garuda Cave diving is only permitted for
professional free divers and minimum qualification
is required in order for a cave diver to be safe
under such an extreme of conditions. Garuda
Cave's currents are shallow with an average depth
of only 3 metres (equivalent to a normal
swimming pool). History of dive On May 31st,
2002, Swiss pilot Ken Wimmer and French free
diver Frederic Suquet the founder of the "Garuda
project" were the first to dive from the cave for a
10-minute duration. After Wimmer got back to the
surface, Suquet took the lead for the next
attempt, and they both surfaced after 9-minutes
dive. Since the first dive in 2002, two attempts
have been made on May 31st, 2005, and August
31st, 2007, and a new record was set. On the 7th
of May 2008, British pilot, Jason Mallinson,
became the first person from Great Britain to dive
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from the cave. The waters of the cave were made
safer and wider on April 4th, 2008. Getting to
Garuda Cave There are two ways to get to Garuda
Cave: 1) From the Airport - Taxi. - Cost from
$45.00 (minimum $25). 2) From the Train - Taxi. Cost from $32.00 (minimum $15). Press On May
4th, 2008, it was reported that Garuda Cave's
water was now sufficiently safe for a swim that
evening. On October 9th, 2008, Jason Mallinson
reached the surface after a 28-minute free diving
dive to 100 metres in the Garuda cave in the
underworld of Seminyak, Bali. This made him the
first person to dive and swim back from the 100 m
depth of Garuda cave in Bali. On May 7th, 2009,
Garuda Cave surpassed the previous records set
by
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